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Over 150 implementers, donors, and researchers from over 40 organizations joined us for the TOPS/FSN
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Regional
Knowledge Sharing Meeting on October 2-4, 2018 in Bangkok, Thailand.
The
conference brought together development and emergency implementers, academics and donors to share food
security and nutrition innovations, emerging topics, promising practices and lessons learned. Attendees engaged
in interactive sessions gaining increased awareness of common and unique challenges faced by development
and emergency implementers in Asia; explored synergies; and identified ways in which we can work together.
All presentations, recordings, and other supporting materials are now available on the FSN Network website.
Access the materials here.

If you are not already on our e-mail list, sign-up here. We welcome news of events, tools, trainings, country updates and
other content from the broad FSN Network community. Please send any suggested content to news@fsnnetwork.org.
The TOPS Program was made possible by the generous support and contribution of the American people through the
United States Agency for International Development (USAID). The contents of this newsletter do not necessarily reflect the
views of USAID or the United States Government.
The FSN Network is being spearheaded by TOPS, a USAID/FFP funded program seeking to build the capacity of FFP
grantees and other food security and nutrition implementers. The program is working to improve the quality of
implementation through fostering collaboration, innovation, and knowledge sharing around food security and nutrition best
practices. For more information about TOPS please click here.
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